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The Avenue cluster
Gateway cluster
Tiered cluster
The Greenway

Figure 41: Campus clusters

CAMPUS CLUSTERS
4.78

The masterplan
incorporates a series of nucleated
and inter-connected campus
clusters each with a common
outlook over a shared core. The
purpose of this arrangement is not
only to create a vibrant and rich
public realm but also to engender
a shared focus for all occupiers
and to maximise opportunities
for networking and collaboration.
This approach draws inspiration
from the collegiate quad layouts
designed to foster innovation,
convergence and creative thinking.
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4.79

The character of each
cluster will be subtly distinct and
have a strong individual identity.
To ensure the cohesiveness and
strong sense of place of the wider
park, common elements will tie
the scheme together. These have
been discussed in the preceding
pages and can be summarised as:
•

Site wide building height and
density strategy

•

Common architectural typology

•

Landscape infrastructure
including primary street trees,
hedgerows and tree belts

•

Character of the informal and
naturalistic green infrastructure

•

Small variations in the
landscape setting and outlook

•

Parking courtyard design and
management

•

Varied primary function

•

Building articulation and
common architectural detailing

•

Character and design of core
public realm

•

Small variations in on-plot
surface materials and planting
species mix.

•

•

Footpath and cycle network
including surface treatments
Commonality in materials
throughout side wide
infrastructure.

4.80

The principles of the
distinct character and function
of each campus cluster is set out
in the following pages, the detail
of which will be resolved at the
reserved matters stage. Such
elements will include:
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THE HUB
4.81

The mixed use facilities Hub will be located on the primary
vehicular access route and a key node at the convergence of the
parks footpath and cycle network. The hub will consist of a series
of large scale occupiers, an innovation centre, shared office and
lab space, flexible space to enable conferences and facilities (with
possible uses including cafe, crèche and gym).

4.82

The interface between the hub and parkland has been
carefully treated to minimise any perceived impacts on the setting of
Hinxton Grange but still encourages free movement of pedestrians
into the space. At the heart of the hub is a semi-formalised square.
The space is designed to be entirely flexible and will be the focus of
site wide networking and social events.

Figure 42: The Hub cluster

THE AVENUE
4.83

A

AA

The Avenue campus cluster is designed to respond to its edge
of park setting, adjacent to the tree lined drive to the north and A1301
to the west. This area of the park is lower density and will consist of
buildings with a reduced footprint, orientated to maximise visual
permeability for those walking / cycling along the tree lined drive and
from the A1301.

4.84

The campus consists of a series of semi-enclosed quads each
allowing views to the adjacent green corridors and designed to be
semi-informal in nature to create a relaxed working environment.

4.85

The northern parcel of the Avenue cluster is designed to offer
plots with direct and optimum access to the north for demonstration
plots / crop trials.
Section A-AA

Figure 43: The Avenue cluster
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GATEWAY CLUSTER
4.86

The Gateway Cluster is located at the primary entrance into
the park. It serves to address visitors and is distributed along the
primary vehicular route into the park. The gateway serves to passively
direct workers / visitors to the park to the other campus clusters via
two secondary vehicular loops that converge within this area. Clear
waymarking and strong visual cues will aid legibility.

4.87

The Gateway contains a higher proportion of civic space,
potential for a visitor centre as well as a cafe or similar facilities at a
key space in the park. The Gateway allows a slightly higher density,
reflecting its importance on the primary spine of the development.

B

Section B-BB

BB
Figure 44: The Gateway Cluster

TIERED CLUSTER
4.88

The Tiered Cluster is located at a higher elevation on the site’s
eastern slope on a broadly south west - north east alignment. The
alignment of the buildings, open space and infrastructure responds
to the site’s topography, ensuring that the built development sits
comfortably in its new setting. Bands of hedgerows, street trees and
belts, following the contours will serve to create a series of landscape
tiers also serving to reduce the visual prominence of the built form.

CC

.

C

Section C-CC
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Figure 45: The Tiered Cluster
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THE GREENWAY
4.89

The Greenway Cluster is
characterised by a relaxed linear
distribution of buildings within
a rich naturalistic open space.
The open space is designed to
reflect the character of the central
parkland, consisting of grasslands,
meadows, parkland trees and
enriched with pockets of wet
meadows / semi wet grasslands,
viewing platforms and
mown paths.

4.90

The Greenway sits at lower
elevations of a shallow slope rising
to the east. The alignment of the
Greenway is designed to respond
to this topographical feature with
buildings following the contours
and achieving a slightly raised
outlook over the park.

Figure 46: The Greenway Cluster
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SUSTAINABILITY
PRINCIPLES
4.91

The following documents
are submitted in support of this
outline application, which set
out the proposed approach to
sustainable design and adaption
to climate change through the
proposed development itself:

importance in the area, specifically
with respect to water conservation
a BREEAM Excellent standard
will be achieved in relation to
credits associated with energy,
waste and water unless proven
to be unviable, in excess of the
requirements of draft policy
CC/4 (Sustainable Design and
Construction) of he SCLP.

•

Sustainability Statement

LOW AND ZERO CARBON
GENERATION

•

Energy & Carbon Reduction
Statement

4.94

•

Water Conservation Statement

•

Waste & Resource Management
Statement (included as a
technical appendix to the ES)

4.92

The proposals seek to meet
and exceed adopted and emerging
draft planning policy requirements
with respect to energy efficiency,
renewable energy, water
conservation and waste.

BUILDING RESEARCH
ESTABLISHMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT METHOD
(BREEAM)
4.93

Subject to viability SSH
commit to achieving a BREEAM
Very Good rating for each building
on the site with a view to seeking
Excellent if practicable. In
acknowledgement of their
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The proposals will first aim
to reduce energy consumption
through sustainable design and
construction. Renewable energy
technologies (primarily
photovoltaics and / or solar
thermal energy) will integrate with
building designs and user energy
profiles. It is intended that each
building will achieve 20% of
regulated and unregulated loads
via renewable energy technologies
in accordance with draft policy
CC/3 (Renewable and Low Carbon
Energy in New Developments) of
the SCLP.

4.95

As noted above the
proposals also include provision
of 40% electric vehicle charging
bays in acknowledgement of
the increased demand for such
provision and time frame of the
proposed development. Such
provision may also be supplied
with a contribution from solar PV.

WATER CONSERVATION

•

Incorporation of rainwater
harvesting on site as part of the
green and blue infrastructure
design

•

Use of native plant species
within the landscaping that are
adaptable to low rainfall and
climate change conditions

•

Sustainable urban drainage
(SUDS) site wide drainage
as part of blue infrastructure
design

•

On site wastewater treatment
including constructed wetlands
to recover water for reuse
within the site

4.96

While precise details would
be the subject of detailed design
at the reserved matters stage,
commensurate with achieving
a BREEAM Excellent standard
with respect to water, a series of
measures are being considered
and commitments offered by SSH
including but not limited to:
•

•

•

Designing buildings in
accordance with the principles
of the water hierarchy
All buildings to incorporate
water efficiency fittings in
line with BREEAM Excellent
standards
Incorporation of grey water
recovery measures on site

WASTE MANAGEMENT
4.97

SSH is committed to
reducing waste and resource
efficiency and intends to achieve
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this through an integrated
approach to design, construction
and operations on site in full
accordance with the waste
hierarchy principles. Specific
practices will include:
•

Considerate Constructors
Scheme (CCS)

•

Site waste management plans
(SWMP)

•

Controlled site preparation and
earthworks

•

Effective construction materials
and waste storage

•

Target setting & promoting best
practice

•

Logistics and construction
traffic management

•

Monitoring and reporting

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN
PRINCIPLES
4.98

In accordance with draft
policy HQ/1 of the SCLP, principles
of sustainable design with respect
to layout and building orientation
that will be applied at the
detailed design (reserved matters)
stage are embedded within the
Sustainability Statement. The site
and buildings will be integrated
through the incorporation
of site wide green and blue
infrastructure. Solar energy will
be a key part of the bioclimatic
design approach to the buildings,
which will ensure they maximise

Application site boundary
Existing vegetation
retained
Existing vegetation
outside application site
boundary
Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3
Phase 4
Infrastructure
Figure 47: Indicative phasing plan

the use of solar energy during
the winter heating season whilst
reducing over heating issues
during the summer months.

4.99

It is proposed that an
outline planning permission be
subject to a condition requiring the
submission of a Project Sustainable
Design Guide(s) that build on
the framework set out within the
Sustainability Statement, Energy
& Carbon Reduction Statement,
Water Conservation Statement and
Waste and Resource Management
Statement.

4.100 It is also intended to
make use of green leases
as a means of ensuring that
individual tenants / occupiers
of the development adhere to
overarching requirements related
to sustainable design, waste
management and travel plan
measures, the overall management
of the park to be led by SSH.

PHASING

ADOPTION STRATEGY

4.101

4.103 It is proposed that the new

As shown on the indicative
phasing plan, it is intended that
the development will be brought
forward in four phases with
highway infrastructure such as the
A1301 / A505 bridge and bus / cycle
interchange delivered as part of
phase 1 to ensure maximum take
up by employees and to deliver
an early benefit for the local
community.

4.102 It is envisaged that
the development would take
place over a period of
approximately 10 to 15 years
from initial commencement of
development on site.

vehicle accesses and the foot/cycle
/equestrian bridges over the A505/
A1301 roundabout and River Cam
will become part of the adopted
highway network. All other roads
and paths within the land owned
by SSH will remain unadopted.

4.104 However, it is envisaged
that the key stretches of shareduse path running parallel to the
A505 and A1301 will be designated
as public rights of way.
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The northern section of the central parkland
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05 HINXTON GRANGE
The proposed development is sited across farmland
that contributes positively to the setting of Hinxton
Grange. The grade II listed house, and the associated
stable and coachhouse are set within a large parkland,
and are approached by a tree-lined avenue.
5.1

The central parkland and connecting avenue are
particularly strong features of the site. The condition and
characteristics of these landscape resources are generally
good, but present an opportunity for enhancement
and restoration as part of the proposals. As described
in chapter 4, the parkland will become the green core
of the new park for AgriTech and, through considered
integration, will be a key element of the wider
landscape strategy.
5.2

Preservation of the house and its setting has been
given considerable weight and it has been essential to
adopt a number of safeguards and design elements
within the masterplan to minimise potential harm to
the heritage assets of Hinxton Grange and its associated
stables and coachhouse.
5.3

These principles have been established early in the
design process and have had a formative influence on the
arrangement of the masterplan, the nature and scale of
the development, landscape strategy and management
plan. The following pages describe Hinxton Grange in
detail and outline the design response that has shaped
the proposed parameter plans and illustrative masterplan.
5.4
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Figure 48: 1st edition Ordnance Survey map, 1886
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HINXTON GRANGE
5.5

The country house
at Hinxton Grange, and the
associated buildings including
the stables and coachhouse, and
unlisted walled garden, fall outside
the application site boundary,
immediately to the east.

5.6

No works are proposed to
the listed buildings at Hinxton
Grange and the historic and
architectural significance of the
house and its associated stables
and coachhouse will remain
unaltered and readable.
Principal designed view from the house

5.7

No built development is
proposed within the parkland
to allow for the continued
appreciation of the designed
parkland and its associated
architectural and historic interest.

5.8

Planting is proposed to
restore the historic design layout
of the parkland and the avenue,
whilst respecting the intended
western vista from the house.

5.9

The proposals provide
for an area of public open space
within the parkland which will
be the subject of a management
plan. This will ensure a long-term
commitment to the delivery of a
high quality public open space
in which the historic design and
layout of the parkland will gain a
greater public appreciation.
The Coachhouse

Hinxton Grange as viewed from the drive
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4
1
2

3

5
6

Figure 49: Hinxton Grange and its setting; existing characteristics

The landholding

1

Gate and former location of the lodge

Tree lined avenue / drive

Loss of avenue trees

Existing vegetation retained

2
3

Existing vegetation removed on
arboricultural grounds

4

Trees present on historic mapping for
Hinxton Grange that have since been
removed / failed

Traditional rural parkland bounded by estate railing along
driveway

5

Sunken garden

6

Earthworks enclose sunken garden

Principal designed view from the house
Open views to adjacent agricultural fields
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Beech avenue - significant landmark feature in views from
the A505 and A1301
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KEY ATTRIBUTES AND
CHARACTERISTICS
5.10

The transition to the
enclosed park is marked by the
wooded boundary, the change in
tree species and the use of estate
fencing on either side of the drive.
The house is not visible for most of
the course of the drive, except for a
central section across the parkland
where the west front is revealed
for a period before being obscured
by the planting beds at the side
of the lawns, and then appearing
again in a very close view at the
edge of the gardens.

5.11

The present management
creates a divergence in the
character of the parkland,
between the land to the north and
south of the drive. As illustrated in
figure 49, the large majority of tree
groups to the south of the drive
and laid out with the house in the
1830’s have since been lost. The
result is a significantly more open
landscape to the south of the drive
and a richer, well preserved estate
parkland character to the north.

5.12

Both areas are grazed
and there are fences and some
livestock shelters. These are
more evident to the south of
the drive, where the paddocks
and temporary fencing abut the
meadows that form a transition to
the more manicured lawns closest
to the house.

5.13

The principal designed view
is the axial view from the high
point of the entrance front and the
principal rooms and lawns towards
the wooded horizon (refer to figure
49 and figure 15 on page 27).

THE SETTING OF THE
GRANGE
5.14

Hinxton Grange and its
designed landscape setting can
be read together as a unified
design of a formal country house
of modest scale set within an
intact designed landscape that
gives visual evidence of the status
of the house as the centre of the
largest estate in the parish. The
setting therefore consists of several
different elements; the beech
avenue drive through cultivated
fields from the road, the enclosed
parkland and the gardens around
the house, the ancillary and
farm buildings outside the park
boundary, and the more distant
woodland rising to Round Copse.

5.15

The surrounding landscape
of the very large post-enclosure
fields either side of the beech
avenue allows understanding of
Hinxton Grange as a house set in
open countryside, away from the
older village centre.

THE PARKLAND;
PRESERVATION AND
RESTORATION

•

Restoration of the historic
parkland with planting of semi
mature trees to reflect the
original design of the parkland.
Species to include beech,
walnut and yew.

•

Establishment of a native
woodland of between 15 to
20m wide along the southern
boundary of the parkland
to connect the existing
woodland blocks and provide
containment and visual
screening for the house and
garden. A gap will be retained
within the new woodland to
allow connectivity into the
parkland from the development
for recreational use.

•

Mown paths only provide
pedestrian access into the
parkland.

•

The following principles
have been incorporated into
the design:

No dog bins, sign posts or
interpretation boards are to be
sited within the parkland.

•

Preservation of the existing
garden boundary and its
treatment.

Retention of the majority of
the good parkland trees and
woodland.

•

Ongoing land use and
maintenance of the informal
parkland, new parkland trees
and woodland planting and
to implement long term
successional planting.

5.16

The site wide landscape
strategy has been designed to
create a pleasant environment
and appropriate setting for the
AgriTech park. It has also been
considered to mitigate the
landscape and visual and cultural
heritage impacts identified
during the design development in
accordance with draft policy NH/14
(Heritage Assets) of the SCLP.

5.17

A key element of the green
infrastructure is the integration
of the central parkland. The
landscape strategy is designed
to permit public access into
the parkland and encourage
ongoing recreational use without
compromising its existing
characteristics and, indeed, the
setting of Hinxton Grange.

5.18

•

•

Removal of any trees identified
in the arboricultural report as
dead, dying or dangerous.

•

Compensatory planting to
replace any tree losses with
semi mature trees of a similar
species such as beech, walnut
and yew.
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New native woodland planting to augment the existing
boundary vegetation to the south of the parkland

Restoration of specimen parkland trees and
compensatory planting to replace trees
removed on arboricultural grounds

Narrow gap in boundary vegetation
permitting pedestrian access into the
parkland

Figure 50: Visualisation illustrating the impacts of the parkland restoration strategy, the scale and massing of proposed built development on the primary view
from Hinxton Grange

5.19

The above sketch (figure 50)
illustrates the predicted visibility of
the development proposal on the
experiential nature of views from
Hinxton Grange and the mitigation
effect of new woodland planting
on the southern and western
boundary of the parkland, and
restoration of specimen parkland
trees.
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5.20

To enable an accurate
representation of these effects,
the illustration is based on
the removal and retention of
existing vegetation, any change
in management of existing
vegetation and proposed
mitigation planting as deﬁned
within the landscape and open
space parameter plan (refer to
figure 30, page 47).

5.21

The location of new
parkland trees seeks to replicate
the layout of the original parkland
and replaces existing trees that
will be removed on arboricultural
grounds.

5.22

The size and spread of all
new planting, including mitigation
planting on site (shown here
at year 15), has been based on
average anticipated growth rates

for native stock in the south of
England. The extension growth
pattern is based on growth rates
of 0mm at year 0, 200-300mm at
year 2, 300mm at years 3 and 4,
300-450mm at year 5 to 15.
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Roofline of built development visible above intervening
boundary vegetation to the west of the parkland

The driveway and
avenue
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PLANTING STRATEGY

Table 3: Woodland belt planting - structural planting zone
% MIX SPECIES

COM. NAME

HEIGHT

Girth

CONT.

NOTES

NATIVE SHRUB MIX - Transplants, planted at 1.5m centres in 3 staggered rows, 1.5m apart
25
15
20
10

CORYLUS avellana
CORNUS
sanguineum
CRATAEGUS
monogyna
LIGUSTRUM
vulgare

Hazel

60-80cm

-

Bare root 1+2 or 1/2 Branched, 3 breaks

Dogwood

60-80cm

-

Bare root 1+2 or 1/2 Branched, 3 breaks

Hawthorn

60-80cm

-

Bare root 1+2 or 1/2 Branched, 3 breaks

Privet

60-80cm

-

Bare root 1+2 or 1/2 Branched, 3 breaks

10

PRUNUS spinosa

Blackthorn

60-80cm

-

Bare root 1+2 or 1/2 Branched, 3 breaks

20

ROSA canina

Dog rose

60-80cm

-

Bare root 1+2 or 1/2 Branched, 3 breaks

NATIVE SHRUB MIX - Feathered stock, planted at 3m centres
25

ACER campestre

Field Maple

175-200

-

25

CRATAEGUS
monogyna

Hawthorn

175-200

-

25

QUERCUS robur

English Oak

175-200

-

25

SALIX cinerea

Grey Willow

125-150

-

Feathered, 2x,
Well balanced even canopy, 5 branches
Feathered, 2x,
Bare root
Well balanced even canopy, 5 branches
Feathered, 2x,
Bare root
Well balanced even canopy, 5 branches
Feathered, 0/2,
Bare root
Well balanced even canopy, 3 branches
Bare root

STANDARD NATIVE TREES - Planted at varying intervals: Row 1: 13.5m centres; Row 2: 18m centres and Row 3: 16.5m centres
30

ACER campestre

Field maple

350-425cm 12-14cm

Bare root 2x / 3x, 5 branches

10

MALUS sylvestris

Crab apple

350-425cm 12-14cm

Bare root 3x, 5 branches

10

PRUNUS padus

Bird cherry

350-425cm 12-14cm

Bare root 3x, 5 branches

30

QUERCUS robur

Oak

425-600cm 14-16cm

Root ball 3x, 5 branches

20

TILIA cordata

Lime

350-425cm 12-14cm

Bare root 2x / 3x, 5 branches

5.23

The parkland contains a
number of significant specimen
parkland trees consisting of oak,
beech, walnut and sycamore
which are a key defining
characteristic of the parkland.

5.24

Equally, the tree belts
forming the rectilinear boundaries
of the parkland are a prominent
feature of the parkland and
immediate landscape and largely
restrict views into and out of the
parkland.

5.25

New woodland belt
planting to augment the existing
boundary vegetation and
specimen parkland and avenue
trees will comprise suitable
native species of similar form and
provenance appropriate to the
wider landscape character and
the design of the Hinxton
Grange parkland.

5.26
Table 4: Parkland restoration zone / avenue trees
% MIX SPECIES

COM. NAME

HEIGHT

Girth

CONT.

NOTES

NATIVE SHRUB MIX - Transplants, planted at 1.5m centres in 3 staggered rows, 1.5m apart
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-

ACER campestre

Field maple

450-500cm 18-20cm Root ball Standard (extra heavy), 3x

-

ACER platanoides

Norway maple 450-500cm 18-20cm Root ball Standard (extra heavy), 3x

-

ALNUS glutinosa

Field maple

425-600cm 18-20cm Root ball Standard (extra heavy), 3x

-

FAGUS sylvatica

Beech

min. 450cm 18-20cm Root ball Standard (extra heavy), 3x

-

LIRIODENDRON
tulipifera

Tulip tree

425-600cm 16-18m

-

PRUNUS padus

Bird cherry

450-500cm 18-20cm Root ball Standard (heavy), 3x

-

QUERCUS robur

Oak

min. 450cm 18-20cm Root ball Standard (extra heavy), 3x

-

TILIA cordata

Lime

min. 450cm 18-20cm Root ball Standard (extra heavy), 3x

Root ball Standard (extra heavy), 3x

Planting will be carried
out during phase 1 and will seek
to establish a strong landscape
structure in advance of built
development within the primary
visual axis of Hinxton Grange.

5.27

The planting schedules to
the left provide a typical planting
mix and specification for new
planting within the parkland and
the avenue.
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THE MASTERPLAN

Min 50m wide buffer to avenue and comprising
enhanced grassland / wildflower meadows

5.28

In addition to the soft
landscape strategy, a number
of underlying principles have
shaped the scale and massing of
the proposed development and
are critical to the heritage and
landscape mitigation strategy
(figure 51).

Large areas of new woodland planting
on the parkland boundary

Small scale buildings aligned
perpendicularly to the avenue
Large areas of linear open
space, permeating through
built development

5.29

The illustrative masterplan
(figure 35) on page 52 describes
these strategies and in particular
how the detailed masterplan
should respond to:
•

Primary views from Hinxton
Grange

•

The tree lined avenue and
its prominence as a positive
feature in the local landscape

•

The setting of the house
within a rural parkland, largely
free from the influence of
urbanising features

A

AA

On plot planting consisting of
native species

Minimum 25m buffer to
parkland edge

Breaks in boundary vegetation
aligned with green corridor to permit
pedestrian access into parkland

Figure 51: Design response; key aspects of the illustrative masterplan to mitigate impacts on the setting of the Grange
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